GE-EC 720 T Kit
El.Pole-Mounted Powered Pruner
Item No.: 4501680
Ident No.: 11025
Bar Code: 4006825587722
The Kit version of the GE-EC 720 T electric pole-mounted pruner has a high-quality hip carrying strap in addition. It is an efficient tool for the quick and
effortless pruning of high branches from ground level. A quality rail and chain from OREGON ensure clean cutting performance. With chain tensioning
without tools, the cutter rail secured magnetically and a hip carrying strap, maximum user-friendliness is assured when working. An adjustable
additional handle with a quick fastener enables the tool to be handled safely and easily.

Features
- OREGON-quality sword and chain
- Tool-free chain tensioning
- Magnetic cutter rail fixing for easy chain change
- Adjustable carrying strap
- Engine head inclination 15°
- Telescopic arm (230 - 290 cm)
- Automatic chain lubrication
- Large oil filler opening with quick fastener
- Oil level gauge
- Sword protection
- Adjustable additional grip with fast seal
- Softgrip-handle
- Alu-split-shaft
- Adjustable carrying strap
- Cable strain-relief clip

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Sword length
- Cutting length
- Cutting speed
- Capacity of oil tank
- Overall length

230 V | 50 Hz
710 W
200 mm
18 cm
13 m/s
110 mL
230 - 290 cm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

4.52 kg
6.65 kg
1175 x 260 x 150 mm
2 Pieces
13.1 kg
1195 x 320 x 280 mm
504 | 1098 | 1220
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Available as special accessories
Spare Bar BG-EC 620 T
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500117
Bar Code: 4006825569100
Einhell Grey

Ersatzkette (BG-EC 620 T)
Kettensägen-Zubehör
Item No.: 4500121
Bar Code: 4006825569117
Einhell Grey

Belt System
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4501699
Bar Code: 4006825598247
Einhell Grey
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